
Workplace Productivity and Pain Reduction Specialist 

Who is Dr Elizabeth Kirk?
Dr Liz Kirk is quietly spoken delivering a powerful  

message with the strength of a velvet glove. Ignited by lived  
experience, colliding that with academic rigour, Dr Liz Kirk is determined  

to permeate the business world with a singular message…
the way we work is hurting our people.

Philosophy 
Dr Liz Kirk is one of Australia’s leading researchers and trainers in the new ergonomic and self-care 
competencies staff need to flourish in the 21st Century screen-based workplace, with a special 
interest in call centres.
She started her career with a degree in human movement, before moving into experiential learning, 
and training and development.
Working as an in-house trainer and contact centre agent with a major Brisbane call centre ignited her 
passion for exploring why existing office ergonomic interventions did not effectively reduce rates of 
work-related musculoskeletal discomfort and associated high rates of absenteeism, presenteeism, 
stress and attrition.
This resulted in Dr Liz Kirk undertaking a PhD at the University of Queensland, on the topic “Building 
Safe Computer Use Skills Training as a Management Strategy for Work-Related Musculoskeletal 
Disorders Among Computer Users.”
Her ground-breaking office ergonomics research resulted in her receiving the Dean’s Award in 2013 
at The University of Queensland.
Dr Liz Kirk delivers her evidence-based office ergonomics and personal protective behaviour (PPB) 
training to call centres, government agencies, solopreneurs and businesses across Australia.

Why Book Dr Liz Kirk
The Australian Economy currently has a $7 Billion dollar 
problem and it is fuelled by apathy and ignorance, and a lack of 
willingness to challenge the Status Quo. 
Working in what has traditionally been labelled Ergonomics, Dr 
Liz Kirks’ PHD Research has unlocked a fascination with just 
how wrong our current workplace practices are when it comes 
to ergonomics, the way we work, and a rapidly increasing level 
of pain – and chronic pain- across our corporate landscape. 

DR ELIZABETH KIRK (PhD)

https://beyondergo.com.au/ergonomic-research/


Keynote: The $7Billion Dollar Training Failure
In this fast paced, highly-interactive keynote Dr Liz Kirk takes her audiences into just how using 
outdated and unchallenged training approaches to ergonomics and workplace behaviours is creating 
a $7Billion problem for all Australian industry. A master of translating what is required into how to 
do it, with frameworks easily understood by any audience, and practical strategies which make a 
difference for audience members the MINUTE they walk out of her rooms, Dr Liz Kirks’ signature 
keynote unlocks the simplicity in what needs to occur to shift from check-box training to personal 
responsibility when it comes to strengthening our workforces – instead of hurting them. 

Driven by a passionate belief that NONE of us want to live in pain, Dr Liz Kirk’s engaging, 
conversational style encourages a new perspective, and a shift to doing what will work in a multi-
screen, highly mobile workforce for the leader in our corporate landscape – and most importantly the 
people whom we lead.   

Booking Dr Liz Kirk
Workshop Facilitation | Price confirmed on briefing
Keynotes & Conference Speaking $3,000 | Breakout/Plenary Sessions $3,000* | Plus travel expenses where applicable
Business Presentations POA | Charities and Not For Profits please contact for ‘Sponsored Talks’
All pricing is GST Exclusive.

With little regard for the changes in our physical working 
environment – multi-device, multi-screen, informal workzones, 
hot desking, working from home, on the road, in cafes and on 
flights – organisations are continuing to push checklists and 
tick-style training programs into an environment where it is 
simply no longer fit for purpose. 
Her research, training and speaking delivers an astonishing 
truth; that the simplest of things shift us from apathetic outdated 
regimes to fit for purpose for a completely mobile workforce. 
That equipping entire teams with what she terms Personal 
Protective Behaviours, which are adaptive in nature, is the 
ONLY way to mitigate and reduce chronic workplace pain – and 
in doing so reduce absenteeism, presenteeism, medical and 
insurance costs – and really impact the $7 Billion drain on the 
Australian economy. 

 

 blew me away. I kinda always knew but what the figures she 
 quite amazing. So she was very much an eye opener.” - 

 
 - Jacqui 

Contact: 0408 751 379  |  info@beyondergo.com.au

What Others Say
“Pain in the workplace comes from so much ill posture and not looking after
wellness. So all her figures, where the workplace suffers with cost and 
downtime,
presented, were
Anne Noonan

“She really knows her stuff. And she was really, really engaging - I sat for the
whole time with a straight back! I was so conscious of my posture.”
Welford
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